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Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall
At the southern end of Yuexiu Park is the imposing Sun Yat-sen
Memorial Hall, which commemorates the first leader of modern
China. The eponymous doctor, who was born in northern
Guangdong in 1866, is immortalised in bronze outside the com-
manding octagon-shaped hall, which seats more than 3000 peo-
ple for performances. Also on the Sun trail, a few stops up on
metro line 2, you can visit the Sun Yatsen Memorial Museum at
the residence where Sun lived during the 1920s.

Shamian Island
This 300-sq-metre island, a former European concession, is one
of the prettiest sections of Guangzhou. There are cobbled
streets, banyan tree-flanked avenues and wrought-iron sign-
posts - a total contrast to the rest of the city. The Starbucks here,
in an old colonial mansion, must rank as one of the most charm-
ing branches in the world, while the lobby of the five-star White
Swan Hotel is worth a look for its over-the-top pond and mini-
waterfall.

Shopping
If you want a snapshot of a very modern Guangzhou, visit Bei-
jing Road - a buzzy, busy and booming pedestrian street packed
with hawker stalls and what feels like the entire city population
at all points of the day. A more refined shopping experience can
be found in Tianhe, a fast-gentrifying business district that’s
popular with Hong Kong weekenders (it’s handily near the main
Guangzhou East train station). The Taikoo Hui shopping centre
is a far calmer retail experience, name-checking over 180 big
brands. For browsing antiques of the genuine and not-so-gen-
uine variety, hit up Xiguan Antique Street.

Dim sum
The tradition of yum cha (literally ‘to take tea’) is taken very se-
riously in Guangzhou, and there are numerous restaurants claim-
ing to have the best selection of traditional dim sum (the small
dishes eaten at yum cha). Some claim the best spot in town is
Liwan’s Dian Dou De (587 Longjin Zhonglu) - also on the Eating
Adventures tour - which serves (arguably) the best egg tarts
you’ll find outside of Portugal. For a more formalized affair,
there’s the Lai Wan Market, a dim sum restaurant (with tables
tucked into traditional sampans) inside the concrete heifer that
is the Garden Hotel. Lastly, there’s traditional ‘garden restaurant’
Panxi, a warren of banquet halls set around a gorgeous garden,
serving steaming baskets of classic dumplings and bao buns.
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Scallops at Huangsha Seafood Market

The Canton Tower as seen from the
Four Seasons Hotel, IFC

Dim sum: siu mai at Yu Yue Heen Restaurant


